
SOME IDEAS ON THE 
IDEAL BATHROOM 

Luxury Loses Zest Without 
Due Equipment 

ADVANTAGE OF SUN 

Much May Be Done to Add Consider- 

able Comfort to the Bathroom 

of th/ Middle Class 

Home 

From the London (piironlole. 
The Imury of' the morning tub loses 

liulf Its rest unless some thought be be- 

stowed on the due equipment of the bath- 
room *hnd the provision of certain bath- 
room comforts. Public opinion in all 

matters relating to bodily cleanliness en- 

sures that hantUy a house or flat, how- 
ever small or unpretentious, is built now- J 
adays wdthout a bathroom; but, unfortun- I 
ately. far too little attention is given to j 
its position, its lighting, or its furnish-1 
Ing. 

It is no uncommon tiling to find a bath- 

room without any direct light or ventila- 
tion from without. Many an expensive 
West End flat has a bathroom that 
boasts no window at all, and which re- 

« elves Its light, such us it is, from a sky- 
light. To take ode’s early morning hath 
In surroundings such as these means that 
the exhilaration of the water is nulli- 
fied by the darkness and the want of 
fresh air—one would, in fact, do better 
to take one’s splash in an enamel bath 
in one’s own bedroom, with a proper ac- 
companiment of sun and light. 

The Marble Hath 
With regard to the position of the bath- 

room, this should, if possible, face the 
morning sun, so that one is spared the 
necessity of proceeding from a warm 
bedroom into an ice-cold bathroom. This 
is not the only advantage; one also en- 

joys the opportunity of enjoying the 
cheery glow and the stimulus which the 
early morning sun can bestow even on 
the most jaded spirits. The architect 
should likewise by no means omit, as he 
so often does, to provide a fireplace, so 

that invalids and young children may not 
be obliged to take their warm baths .sur- 

rounded by cold air—a most injurious 
course in the case of persons subject to 
chills or inclined to pulmonary com- 

plaints. 
In cases in which the hath is heated by 

a geyser, instead of by a kitchen tire, 
the IIreplace is an essential both for 
safety and for efficient working; pros- 
pective tenants, when selecting an 

abode, would do well to avoid one in 
which the bathroom is not thus properly 
equipped. 

The marble bath that sounds so lux- 
urious and suggests visions of Roman 
magnificence is found in actual expe- 
rience to be a delusion and a snare. The 
water is chilled almost immediately It 
enters it. Far more practical is the bath 
of white porcelain, or that of enamelled 
lire clay; these, if of sufficiently good 
quality, will stand un immense amount 
of wear and tear without cracking or 

THE DI5ABUE-P dUENUJI ANP THE: SINK.INC NOR.UEG A AFTER. COLLISION*. 
REMA»*4BUt T’HOTCXjeAPH TAKEN IN CVXi AND X2AIN 

Hollowing a trail of large packing boxes bobbing around In the gale whipped ocean when the "8 0 S” wire leas call for help had given only indefinite location, 
I he steamship Alliancn, Of the Panama line, which has arrived at New York, pounded into head seas and fog as hard as she could for sixty miles, found the 
steamship N’ornegn and the three master Glenlui, which had been In collision, and stood by for two hours giving assistance. 

Both vessels were badly damaged in the accident, the steamship having had a great hole stove in her starboard bow and the sailing vessel losing her bow- 
sprit and foremast. 

chipping:. In the case of bathe, the bent 
is also. In the long: run, the most eco- 

nomical, the cheaper enameled variety 
being sadly prone to peel with the heat 
of the water. The process of re-ennmel- 

ing is a costly one, one that it is better 
policy to purchase in the first instance 
a higher priced hath, which will not re- 

quire repair for some considerable time. 

A Practical Detail 
There is only a slight difference iij price 

and In the cost of fixture between a 
bath which fills from the bottom and one 
in which the water flows from above; 
hut there is an immense amount of dif- 
ference In the comfort. The bathroom 
in which the water comes In from taps 
fixed to the top of the bath becomes 
filled with steam whenever a hot bath i< 
required; the walls are rendered damp, 
with the result that any particles of dirt 
floating in the atmospnere adhere read- 
ily to flic surface, soon making them 
.•oiled and shabby, and any lacquered fit- 
tings In tfie gas-brackets or door-furni- 
ture lose their finish and rapidly become 
black and unsightly. There is little or 
no steam arising from the bath that fills J 
from the bottom. 

Another practical detail that is too 

j often neglected Is concerned with the I 
I matter of the taps. Taps of brass or of | 
I copper mean an endless amount of clean- > 

I ing and polishing; to look really smart ! 
they require attention every morning—a 

| consideration in households in which the 
staff is not large. Nickel Is the metal 

| “par excellence’’ for the bathroom; a rub 
I with a dry leather Is all that is necessary 
! to keep nickel taps perfectly bright and 
clean, the best nickel-plated fitments 
looking and wearing as well as silver- 
plated ones. Nickel-plated accessories of 
all kinds are now to be obtained for the 
bathroom, and are to be thoroughly rec- 

ommended. They Include adjustable 
towel-rails to be screwed on to the wall, 
holders for tooth-glass and tooth-brushes, 
and hanging receptacles for sponge and 
flesh-brush. Their cost is moderate, an l 
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their durability leaves nothing: to be de- 
sired. 

The walls of the bathroom should, 
where possible, be of glazen tiles, but 
where this ideal is unattainable a well 
varnished paper, simulating alternate tiles 
of white and china blue, is the best sub- 
stitute. A proper bathroom paper should 
be sufficiently tough and thick to admit 
of being frequently wiped over with a 

damp cloth; in rto case can one of rough 
surface be advised. The dampness of the 
bathroom atmosphere renders it desirable 
that all surfaces should be so easily 
cleaned that no lurking germ may find a 

hiding place undisturbed. 
The Ideal bathroom will, of course, have 

that ingenious modern contrivance which 
enables a currerit of hot air to circulate 
within the hollow' towel-rails, thus keep- 
ing the towels and bath-sheet always 
dry and well-aired. It will have its 
equipment of shower, spray, and douche, 
and—even of greater importance—it will 
boast a neat little shampooing bgsin, 
with Its cleverly regulated taps of cool, 
warm and hot water, enabling Its happy 
possessor to dispense with the inconven- 
ient visit to an outside hair-dresser, and 
making the home shampoo possible with- 
out its usual deluge and discomforts. It 
will have a single gymnasium arrange- 
ment of hanging rings and armrests that 
will enable the bather to maintain a com- 

fortable reclining posture, or even to 
perform some muscular exercises in the 
bath—an excellent oportunifv while the 
tissues are supple argl leaxed. 

The Middle Class Man 
We are not here concerned with the 

luxuriousness of tHe vast houses, in 
which a bathroom' is provided to each and 
every bedroom; but sufficient has been 
said to show that the unpretentious mid- 
dle-class house much may be done to add 
considerably to the bathroom comfort. 
Do not omit from its furniture pegs on 

which to hang one’s garments, a table on 

which to place various impediments, and, 
above all, a good-sized mirror by which 
to re-clothe one’s self. If space permits, 
a toilet-table, furnished with hair- 
brushes, powder-pot and hand-mirror, is 
appreciated and relieves one of the neces- 

sity of making one’s exit In an unbecom- 
ingly dishevelled manner. The ideal 
bathroom will have ornaments, but it will 
cnotain a reliable bath thermometer by 
which to test the heat of the water. Its 
door will have no bolls, and a second 
door key will be in the possession of the 
master of the house, so that in case of 
the bather being overcome by sudden 
faintness or serious Illness the door may 
be opened from the outside without un- 

due delay. Many a case of heart seizure 
might have been prevented from becom- 
ing fatal had this precaution for instant 
entry been provided. 

The Traitor’s Tower 
From the Christian Herald. 

In Boroea we saw a huge tower in re- 

cent ruin. Great blocks of stf&no lie 

around in confusion, and piles of broken 
brick, mortar and masonry declaring what 

a mighty structure must have once ex- 

isted there. 
The intelligent and wealthy Greek gen- 

tleman who kindly served as our guide, 
told us that this tower, w'hlch had been 
sealed up by the Turks since the 12th 
century, had lately been destroyed by 
the “Young Turks,” and ^hat for a cu- 

rious reason. It seems that in the 11th 
and .12th centuries Beroea was in the 
height of its power. It was a city larger 
and more important than Saloniki even, 
but it was betrayed to the Turks by a 

recreant Christian, and the punishment of 
the traitor, according to tradition, was 
that he must wander around the tower 
night after night through all the centu- 
ries until the Christians came aagin and 
lie would give tlie keys of the city back 
to their former owners. This tradition, 
with no hope of future Christian domina- 
tion, so pervaded the city that the Young 
Turks, it is said, destroyed the Traitor’s 
Tower, which contained a great library, 
In order that the force of the supersti- 
tion might be broken. 

GREAT EAGLES 
FIGHT A BATTLE 

Feather Kings of America 
as Fierce as Ever 

WERE UP 500 FEET 

Captain Galleys Describes Battle in 

Which Big Birds Finally Fall 

to Earth—Some Have 7 

Foot Spread of Wings 

From the New York Press. 
“The eagles of the Maryland coast," 

paid a native of the eastern shore, 
“whl^ not so numerous as they once 

were, are as fierce and bold as in the 
days when the farmers along the shore 
and upon the Susquehanna and Hay 
islands were compelled to empoly 
shepherds to watch their flocks of 
sheep and protect them against the 
raids of those great winged marauders. 
The farmers would be compelled to do 
the same today if they were sheep 

| growers still, which they are not, not 
a few of them having abandoned that 
branch of farming, in fact, because of 
the expense and trouble of guarding 
their flocks against eagles. This was 
particularly the case in the spring, 
when the lambs were an important 
pyt of the flocks and especially 
marked by the eagles as prey, in- 
stances when the predacious birds were 
hold, active and alert enough to swoop 
down and carry off lambs in spite of 
the shepherds, often dropping upon one 

! so close to a shepherd that he could 
I 'eel the wind from the broad wings of 
the bird as it rose with its victim. 

“The fierceness of the eagles and the 
tenacity and power of the clutch they 
can put into their Immense talons are 

well illustrated by a tight between two 
big fellows that Captain Gallup of i 

I Havre de Grace, was an interested .wit- ! 
ness of one day. Captain Gallup says j 
tlie Eastern Shore eagles can fly fast- 
er, soar higher, remain in their lofty 
flight longer and descend from it to 
the earth with more velocity than any 
other created things with wings. This 
battle that he saw was between the two 
eagles at an elevation of at least 5iW 
feet. A long time the big, fierce birds 
fought, with beaks, wings and talons, 
rushing upon one another, delivering 
their blows and retreating for advan- 
tage in a new attack. Then at last 
they clinched and fought at close 
quarters. 

‘In that position they came plunging 
to the earth, but neither made any ef- 
fort to stay the fall, so fiercely intent 
were they upon their savage battle. 
They stuck together In the freshly 
turned furrow of a plowed field and 
the Impact failed to separate them or 

cause an instant’s delay in the light. 
It was continued with increased fury 
on the ground, and the coming upon the 
scene of a maV with a club, with which 
he at once took part In the battle, did 
not distract their attention from one 
another, and the man with the club 
killed them botlu Their talons were so 

deeply buried in 'each other that to 
separate the two eagles it was neces- 

sary to cut off their legs. 
“A spread of wing of more than 

[ seven feet is by no means uncommon 

with these eagles. Ospreys are also 
numerous along: the coast, and it is a 
familiar sight to see one on its way 
homo with some big fish it has 
snatched from the shoal waters of the 
l ay or among- the Susquehanna islands, 
waylaid by some overpowering free- 
booter of an eagle that has been on 
the watch for a chance arfd robbed of 
its prize. Frequently an eagle will try 
Us own skill at fishing and pounce 
down on the carp that root on the bot- 
tom of the shoal water. These tlsh aro 
so large that sometimes the eagle ts 
unable to lift from the water one that 
he has elutehod, but the bird Is so ob- 
stinate that it will not release its hold 
even when the fish carries it out into 
the deep, rough water of the bay. 
J1 agios have been known to be drowned 
in that way by carp they have set 
their stubborn talons into and either 
refuse or are unable to free them 
again.” 

Pension Aged Plots 
From the Chicago Journal. 

There are some "plots” In this year’s 
novels which ought to be retired on old- 

age pensions. There Is the plot In which 
a poor, persecuted nursemaid, or waitress 
or washerwoman—always divinely beau- 
tiful, of course—is driven to the deepest 
depths of gloom, only to come up smiling 
with an aristocratic family and a million- 
aire lover. That plot Is as old as Cin- 
derella, at least, and hasn’t been Improved 
on a whit since the first telling. 

There is a plot which consists mostly 
of mislaid architecture; gloomy castles 
with secret openings in the walls, and 
underground passages leading anywhere, 
and doors in the wainscoting that turn 
on the pressure of a hidden spring, and 
all that sort of stuff. A goodly share of 
the stories of ancient Egypt were based 
on this plot. Yet in the year of grace, 
1912, otherwise respectable writers are 
not ashamed to drive the 300-year-old 
hack abroad in daylight, dragging a full 
array of the latest millinery behind him. 
It’s shameful. 

Then there is the plot of buried treas- 
ure, and a hidden or destroyed will, and 
usually a faithful ghost who gabbles 
spiritual Esperanto till some knowing 
creature comes along and interprets. Next 
to the exploits of saints and monks, this 
was the faTorite plot of the alleged 
stories of the middle ages. It was so 
hard worked then that It has walked 
with a limp and a list to port ever since; 
but it is still thumped along by hard- 
hearted creatures with a typewriter. 

An old-age pension for plots. That is 
the most obvious need of present day lit- 
erature. Put how such a device would 
cut the income of many a popular au- 
thor! 

Inside Information 
From the Saturday Evening Post. 

Various doctors, among then* many 
specialists, were called ns witnesses in a 
case in a San Francisco court, with a 

view to ascertaining what killed a wo- 

man whose death was In question in an 
Insurance litigation. 

They all testified they had examined 
the woman professionally, and the con- 
sensus of opinion was that the dead wo- 
man had suffered from an affection of 
the liver which caused that organ to 
shrink materially. 

The last doctor on the witness stand 
was a young hospital interne. testi- 
fied that Instead of shrunken liver the 
dead woman had an abnormally enlarged 
liver. 

"Do you mean to sit there on the stand 
and swear that this woman had an en- 

larged liver when all these eminent au- 

thorities have sworn her liver was 

wasted and shrunken?” demanded a law- , 
yer. 

"I do," replied the young doctor. 
"How comes it you set yourself up 

against these eminent practitioners—you 
a young squirt of a doctor with no prac- 
tice and only a few months out of a 

medical school? How do you know this 
woman had an enlarged liver?” thund- 
ered the lawyer. 

"I performed the autopsy,” answered 
the young doctor. 
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fflE COMPETING BALLOONS KEADY TO STAET.. 

rhe photographs herewith were taken at the start of the International balloon race for the Gordon Bonnett Cup 
it Stuttgart, Germany. Twenty balloons competed. The race was won by Maurice Bienainc. who piloted u French 
balloon. Just before rhestart of the race the Kansas City II. met with an accident. When the filling of the Itplloon 
,vas nearly completed It was discovered that there were rents in the envelope which rendered ascent Impossible. The 
Germans, In u sitortsmaullke spirit, placed tlie Dtisseidoff II. at Che disposal of Mr. Watts, the American pilot, who 
originally uirjUtged to pllyt the Kansas City 11. 

Gives Ideas on Women as 

Novelists 

AT A DISADVANTAGE 

Novelist Says “Pool of Blood and a 

Murder Is All That Is Needed.” 

Men Are Better 

Novelists 

From the London Standard. 
^‘Sex is a curse; it hampers a woman 

at every turn, from beginning to end, 
in the field of literary achievement as 

well as in any other field she enters.” 
Such is the opinion of Mrs. Harold 
Gorst, who is not in agreement with 

the authors and publishers whose 
views, recently published in ‘'Woman’s 
Platform,” were unanimous on the 
point that the woman writer labors 
under no disability of sex. 

“A woman novelist*” continued Mrs. 
Gorst when interviewed by a represen- 
tative yesterday, “is at a disadvantage 
on the ground of her sex, with the 
publisher, the reviewer and the public. 
The publisher more often than not 
wants her to alter her book to con- 

form to certain stereotyped standards 
wh'lch he imagines are wlmt the pub- 
lic expects. Anything striking or orig- 
inal, if it comes from the pen of a wom- 

an, is viewed by the publisher with a 

certain distrust'. 
“To depart \rom the story with a 

strong love interest running through 
it and a happy ending Is to invite re- 

jection. Publishers seem almost afraid 
to launch a book which has any note 
of sadness in its composition. I can, 
of course, only judge from my own ex- 

perience. My first two books were so- 
ciety novels—I view them with horror 
now. They were accepted and had a 

good sale. My next book, like my sub- 
sequent ones, dealt with low life, and 
was written from my knowledge ac- 

quired at first hand. Publisher after 
publisher rejected it, and took the 
trouble to write me long letters, chief- 
ly abusing me for dealing with my 
subject In so realistic a fashion. They 
admitted the truth of the picture, ac- 
cused me of having ‘stripped the rags 
from the sores of l^azarus,’ and advised 
me to devote my energies to a pro- 
duction of a less pessimistic character. 
After it was accepted and had met with 
a good sal<j they usked me for others, 
still advising me as to my choice of 
subject. As I have said, any new de- 
parture, especially from the pen of a 

woman, is looked on witli suspicion. 
The Publishers’ Demand 

“A well known novelist told me not 
long ago that ‘a pool of blood and ^a 
murder* was all that I wanted. The 
publishers would accept any number, 
she declared, and she was ready to 
supply the demand.” 

"The reviewer, to, is apt to view' a 

woman’s work with suspicion, and to 
regard it as an encroachment on his 
own particular spere; and then there 
is the public, which, by the way, is 
so very hypocritical on this point. 

“I do not in the least agree that wom- 
en are more outspoken than men, or 
that they are lacking in literary mod- 
esty. Still, an outspoken book by a 
woman comes in for a very much larg- 
er share of criticism than if its auth- 
or had been a man. There Is a great 
sale for the books of the unpleasant 
type, and then, If the writer be a wom- 

an, comes the verdict: ‘How dreadful 
to think that a woman should write 

of such things.' There is not such 
comment if the author be a man: in- 
deed, therfe is a general tendency now- 
adays to ascribe to women the auth- 
orship of almost every plain-spoken 
book that comes on the market. 

"As regards the financial aspect of 
Ihe case, unles one happens to be a 
specialist and in the first rank, the 
payment offered to a woman is less 
timii that offered a man, though tho 
same applies to journalism. I think 
a woman can earn more in the last 
named profession; and one can get bet- 
ter results with less expenditure of 
time. 

Man the Better Novelist 
"Taking the man and woman of av- 

erage ability, the man Is the better 
novelist; he knows what he wants to 
write before he begins. This Is fiot al- 

ways the case with a woman, who often 
sits down to write a book in very much 

the same spirit as women of a bygone 
time kept a 'Journal'; she wants to chron- 
icle her own feelings. The restlessness 
of the age, too, urges woman to assert 

herself In some form or another, and 

vanltv and a# desire to appear in print 
Is another incentive to writing. 
“It is after the froth has been skimmed 

off, as it were, that the difference be- 

tween the woman who writes because she 
cannot help herself an^ the mere trifle 

becomes apparent. The one specialises, 
studies, and gradually gaining power and 
strength, produces her best work. Jhe 
other writes perhaps one or two bofeks 

on the same theme, and is heard of no 

more. 
"In conclusion, if a woman wants to 

make money by her writing, and has any 

original ideas as regards subject matter 
or style, It wil; pay her better to adopt 
a maVs name and keep her Identity con- 

cealed. 'Possessed of Devils,' and ‘And 
Afterwards,' my first two novels dealing 
with society. Were accepted without de- 

mur. They were on the usual lines. 'This 

Our Sister' was execrated by half a dozen 
publishers before it was accepted, and it 

dealt with primitive people and primitive 
emotions. If I had taken a man's name 

I do not think I should have had the 
satne trouble." 

He Was a Smasher 
From Punch. 

Mistress (to new butler)—Oh, James, 
I found tills bowl chipped and cracked 
In the pantry this afternoon. 

James—I am not the culprit, madamt 
I never chips nor cracks. When I 
breaks, I smashes utterly. 
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